
By MIKE LYSAKOWSKI
PULASKI, PA - The Pennsyl-

vania based RUSH Series,
which sanctions crate engine
Late Model and crate Sports-
man Modified racing, hosted a
mandatory meeting for ap-
proved engine rebuilders on
Satirday. December 6 in Pu-
laski. Pa. RUSH Series head-
quarters. 

Officially named the “Autho-
rized Rebuilders/Repair Facility
Seminar,” the five hour confer-
ence drew a crowd from six
states, plus Canada.  Promoters
and/or representatives from five
speedways joined 18 engine
builders in attendance, along
with track tech inspectors,
members of the media, and the
expert panel that led the discus-
sion and training on Saturday.

There was no “gray area” in
interpreting the meeting’s
mandatory stipulation for en-
gine builders to maintain their
approved status with the series.
Four rebuilders were stripped of
their authorization upon the
conclusion of the meeting, for
lack of attendance. 

RUSH co-founder Vicki Emig
explained the philosophy.

“This is what RUSH is all
about.  The engines in crate rac-
ing are governed by the specs in
the G.M. manual; it’s all there,
simply, in black and white.  So,
as long as we are willing to
stand up and enforce the rules,
RUSH will stay healthy and
continue to grow,” Emig sur-
mised, as she upheld the “rules”
of the seminar as well.

While still within the walls of
the meeting room, Emig and
her RUSH Series partner Mike
Leone discussed how soon the
four absent engine builders
could be removed from the offi-
cial series website.  Within a
couple of hours of the meeting
concluding, the mandatory at-
tendance rule was enforced, and
the “no show” engine gurus
were stripped of their authori-
zation.  Just like their handling
of at-track rule infractions,
Emig and Race Director Leone
stood firm on their policies.

The chief purpose of the
meeting was to go over the
rules that govern crate engine
parts “outside the seals” (which
lockdown the internal compo-
nents, governed by the G.M.
manual) and answer questions
from rebuilders.  Previous ille-
galities and disqualifications
were discussed and evaluated,
and the series distributed the
documents that are used by of-

ficials to conduct and certify
tear downs and protests.  Thus,
the engine rebuilders have hard
copies of the checklists and pro-
cedures that RUSH enforcers
will follow, achieving desired
transparency.  

Pete Bicknell, who exists on
every side of racing debates as a
track promoter, car builder, and
competitor, was on hand with a
particular interest in the new
RUSH Sportsman Modified
program.  RUSH Sportsman
Mods utilize the G.M. Part
#602 crate engine, and will
have sanctioned weekly and
touring series events in Western
PA/Eastern OH in 2015; year
two of the cars’ existence.  In
spite of the travel time to attend
the meeting, near the PA-OH
border, Bicknell was pleased
with outcome, after actively en-
gaging in the conversations.   

“Hopefully tracks can work
together on better policing (of
rules) in MY area, and hope-
fully more meetings like this
can take place up north,” Bick-
nell stated out loud during the
seminar, while noticeably im-
pressed with the strength and
integrity of the RUSH organi-
zation.

A majority of the attendees
were more interested in the
RUSH Late Model program,
which also consists of both
weekly racing and a tour, oper-
ating under the RUSH name
since the 2013 season.  G.M.
Part #604 (350c.i.) is the power
source for the RUSH Late Mod-
els.

A panel of experts, seated at
the head table, was charged
with the duties of explaining
and discussing each element of
the RUSH rules, pertaining to
crate engine rebuilds.  RUSH

Competition Director Travis
Harry, and Ne Smith Racing
Competition Director Tim Sims
(from RUSH’s sister series in
the south) were among the fa-
cilitators.  Brad Hibbard, Steve
Hendren, and Mike Ingram also
led the discussions, as veteran
certified engine rebuilders, with
previous experience as techni-
cal inspectors.  Sims, who made
the trip from North Carolina,
had several general tips for
those rebuilders who work with
these strictly governed, sealed
engines.

“If G.M. didn’t do it, you
shouldn’t either,” was Smith’s
advice, referring to the G.M.
specs and the legality of how
engines are reassembled and
sealed after a rebuild.  

Hibbard shed light on the
temptations of any engine
builder who may be habitually
more familiar working with
customers in the market of un-
restricted engines, versus sealed
crate endeavors:  “It can be
tough for an engine builder to
keep the mindset that the goal
(in this case) is NOT to im-
prove, but simply to rebuild.”

The often referenced “seals”
in the world of crate racing, are
badged and serial numbered
wires, that are permanently
clamped together, after being
threaded through the tops of
bolts that fasten down cylinder
heads, oil pans, and other en-
gine parts. Tampering with in-
ternal engine parts would
require removing these seals for
access to many components.
Since the seals are documented
by number at series headquar-
ters, counterfeit seals are a thing
of the past. The producers of
these seals are bound by con-
tract to ship the seals ONLY to
the series’ mailing address for
proper distribution.  At race
events, track tech inspectors
need only to police that the
seals are intact, which avoids
time consuming tear downs in
the pits at crate engine races.
Elements of the engine that
exist “outside the seals” still
need inspected and in the case
of a protest, series officials
seize the engine to perform the
disassembly of the engine.  This
numbered seals protocol places
high accountability on the eas-
ily identified rebuilder.

Engine rebuilders authorized
to use the seals to perform work
on the G.M. crate engines in the
RUSH series are held responsi-
ble for rules infractions, in ad-
dition to the race team itself.
By serial number, the rebuilder

of the engine will be identified
and punished for varying from
the G.M. manual and/or speci-
fied parts use.  And, as dis-
cussed in detail during the
meeting, the rebuilder will also,
likely, be held accountable for
modifications to parts “outside
the seals” that can be reached
by tools without removing the
seals.

“Two rebuilders cast out (of
series authorization) last year
were unaware that what they
were doing was wrong. This
meeting is aimed at eliminating
that (lack of knowledge),” Hib-
bard said.

Because the rebuilders can
lose significant business at their
shops by losing series approval,
the expert panel stressed the
need to look for signs of illegal-
ity that may exist in the engine
prior to arriving at the shop. 

“If you suspect that someone
was inside that engine before
you took it in, you need to be-
come a tech inspector first, and
makes sure the engine is legal.
Once you put a set of your seals
on it, it becomes your responsi-
bility by your name.  No matter
what was already wrong when
you got the engine, you’re re-
sponsible for it, if it gets busted
in tech with your seals are on it.
Detect tampering while the en-
gine is in your shop, so it’s still
the responsibility of the previ-
ous builder.  Even if it’s sitting
in your shop, it’s not your re-
sponsibility until the engine
gets to the track, with YOUR
seals in it; then it’s your respon-
sibility,” Hibbard explained.
The panel emphasized commu-
nicating with series officials if
a rebuilder suspects a rules in-
fraction has occurred in a previ-
ous service shop.  Documenting
suspect parts and measurements
and discussing the matters with
series officials before reassem-
bling the engine are the best
ways to avoid disciplinary ac-
tion.

“Down south, when we re-
leased the name of an engine
builder who ‘cheated up’ an en-
gine, teams lost trust in him,
and his crate customers van-
ished,” Sims recalled, of a re-
builder who was disciplined but
not suspended by the Ne Smith
Series under past guidelines.

“Crate engine customers are
always shopping around for re-
builders.  Very few customers
go to the same builder for an
entire racing career,” said
Jimmy Friedline of Jenner-
stown Engine Technologies.
“We are always taking in en-
gines from other builders, so
this meeting is a chance to ‘put

a name to the face’ of other
builders in this business.” 

Some of those gathered in the
room for the meeting, will find
rules infractions with one an-
other’s work, as time goes on.
That makes the series’ author-
ized builder’s list, almost a self-
policing group, when customers
switch service providers.  

If a race team refuses a tech-
nical inspection at the track, the
seals are immediately cut and
confiscated to deem the engine
unfit for sanctioned competi-
tion.

“Any areas of the rules that
were in question last year, are
now in black and white as of
today,” said Craig Michael, of
Craiger Racing Engines.  “Next
year at this meeting, we can
turn any 2015 questions into
black and white, and any cheat-
ing that might be out there di-
minishes.  I think it’s a good
thing.  In the past, we had a cou-
ple potential customers ask us
to cheat, and of course we
wouldn’t do it. It’s our job to
have this knowledge to keep
THIS class ‘clean.’  With our
customers in the open (unre-
stricted) racing engine market,
we still often have the opportu-
nity to be creative and satisfy
that desire in competition en-
gines; NOT in the crate mar-
ket.”   

Sims offered his perspective,
as judge and jury in handing
down discipline. “When some-
body gets busted, the team
blames the engine builder… the
engine builder blames the team.
How could we ever know for
sure, where the intent origi-
nated?”  Both are punished.

“Everything that I have found
and disqualified, in my short
term as Competition Director,
has been 100% deliberate
(cheating), and not a result of a
lack of knowledge or accidental
‘I didn’t know,’” RUSH’s
Travis Harry reflected.  He
went on to confirm that only
two engines were completely
torn down for protest in 2014,
among all weekly and touring
series competitors.

“When I see something
wrong, I refuse to work any fur-
ther until I inspect everything in
that engine to protect myself
and the name of my business,
before I start the rebuild,” Hib-
bard stated, of any crate engine
to arrive at his shop with possi-
ble rules infractions.  “I talk to
the team, the series, and G.M. if
I need to.”

Advice from the meeting fa-
cilitators was very specific in
regards to remaining within the
rulebook guidelines for “out-

side the seals” components.
Rebuilders were encouraged to
protect themselves with meas-
urement tolerances, and not
push the limits for minimal
gains.

“In the tech areas at the track,
temperatures can be a big factor
in calibrations, and you never
know what equipment the track
may be using in the tech
process. If they use cheap
calipers you may need the rule-
book tolerance to stay legal,”
Hibbard advised. Even cleaning
practices, like media blasting
and some solvents, can affect
tolerances and visually tamper
with the factory color of com-
ponents. 

Emig viewed the mandatory
gathering as just one of the
services offered to sanctioned
tracks and member race teams.
Providing rebuilders with this
knowledge and this forum of in-
teraction is just another value to
patronizing RUSH and ap-
proved RUSH engine re-
builders.  By RUSH policy,
tracks and track personnel are
not involved in engine protests.
By handling these complicated
and emotionally charged mat-
ters as a series, member tracks
are spared time, effort, and lia-
bility in the process.

“We will personally be on site
if sanctioned tracks need assis-
tance with technical inspec-
tions,” Emig promised.  RUSH
even seeks proper legal counsel
for all documents, forms, and
enforcement procedures.

“We feel the meeting was
very successful and we were
excited to put this on for our re-
builders,” Emig concluded.
She was quick to point out that
the RUSH concept has grown
from zero to over 300 racers in
the northeast, in just two short
years.  Emig and Leone have
worked for nine years to de-
velop and enhance crate Late
Model racing, prior to founding
RUSH in late 2012.   

“It was great to get everyone
together and good to get every-
one on the same page, because
‘tech’ is the most important part
of dealing with crate engine
racing,” Leone declared when
the meeting concluded. 

The event is certain to become
annually required, perhaps set-
ting a new standard in racing
rules/policies enforcement.  The
discussions appeared to be ben-
eficial to those in attendance,
and have a positive effect on all
entities affiliated with RUSH
racing.
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Crate Engine Rebuilder Meeting Becomes A Summit Of The Minds In Rule Enforcement   

A MEETING OF THE MINDS - 1) RUSH Series founds Vicki Emig
(center) and Mike Leone (right) welcome everyone to the RUSH
Crate Engine Rebuilders seminar;  2) On display at the seminar were
different motor parts to show what is legal and what is not legal on the
crate engines;  3) The seminar featured an expert panel to discuss en-
forcemnet of rules and inspection processes.

(Photos by Mike Lysakowski)
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